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Executive Summary         

This present report presents the results of an analysis of the political discourse presented in the 

written media regarding the Travelling community. This was conducted as part of the PolRom 

project ‘Identifying evidence-based methods to effectively combat discrimination of the Roma in 

the changing political climate of Europe.’ The results can be summarized as follows:   

  

• Political discourse concerning the Travelling community was mainly centered around the 

2018 presidential election and discriminatory comments made by one of the candidates, 

Peter Casey.   

• The discriminatory remarks made by Peter Casey lead to a huge rise in his popularity, 

indicating acceptance of Traveller prejudice and disenfranchisement.    

• Peter Casey, despite being a multi-millionaire, is presented as the voice of the abandoned 

Irish, working, middle class.  

• A clear bias is seen between the publication in the terms of how the information is 

presented.   

• Outside of the events surrounding the presidential election there is very little coverage 

about other issues which effect the Travelling community in Ireland, indicating that the 

Travelling community does not get much coverage despite experiencing many systematic 

disadvantages and prejudice.    

• Widespread condemnation of the discriminatory comments by politicians indicate support 

for the Travelling community but this not translated into policy and legislation protecting 

Travellers from discrimination and supporting their status as an ethnic minority.   
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Aim of project  

Travellers are a traditionally itinerant, indigenous ethnic group in Ireland. The Travelling 

community in Ireland is the target of systemic and social prejudice and discrimination. The aim of 

PolRom Work package 3 (WP3) was to investigate the media coverage of issues related to Irish 

Travellers and the political discourse around the Traveller communities in Ireland. To 

achieve this, we use a multimethod approach to identify the stable and the changing themes related 

to the Traveller minority in political discourse in Ireland. The main objective was to create a corpus 

of articles concerning political discourse of Travellers and Roma in the media and carry out a 

content analysis on this corpus. Thematic content analysis was conducted in order to determine the 

dominant themes and to evaluate their potential impact on anti-discrimination interventions.  

In order to achieve these goals, we analyzed the political discourse surrounding Travellers (both 

state authorities and civil/non-state characters) and the context in which the discourse appeared 

in the media. The results of the analysis aided us in evaluating the existence of pro/anti 

Traveller discourse in the media in Ireland.   

  

Method.   

We describe our methodology in selecting the articles and the events we analyzed here.   

1. Sampling: Selection of press articles to establish the corpus for analysis  

- Selection of press articles containing news about Travellers in the mainstream media 

was used to form the corpus. Our team in agreement with the other project partners set 

the timeframe for selecting the articles as 1st January to 31st December 2018, this 

covered the Irish presidential election, which took place on the 28th October.   

- We then selected three media outlets based on popularity and readership: 2 broadsheet 

newspapers with high readership sales: The Irish Independent and The Irish Times. 

Our third selection was The Journal.ie, which is a solely online publication and is the 

most popular digital source of news.    

- Nexis R, an online database which allows you to search the archives of newspapers, 

was used to search the archives of The Irish Times and The Irish Independent. We used 
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the keywords Travellers and Roma and eliminated articles that did not contain 

quotes from politicians or quotes referring to political discourse.   

- We set out inclusion and exclusion criteria for the search.   

  

Inclusion Criteria   Exclusion Criteria   

About the Subject of Travellers or Roma   Articles about topics generally 

relating to Travellers.   

Contain Political Discourse, references or 

coverage of politicians or political issues   

  

   

- We found 19 articles from the Journal.ie these articles centered on the time of the 

election and after. In the Irish Times/Independent an initial search on Nexis R revealed 

1881, a preliminary screening using inclusion/exclusion terms (Roma football club, 

Rome travellers, travellers) *(inclusion – Traveller, Roma) gave us 794: 334 from the 

Independent and 460 Irish Times. The parameters of the exact definition of political 

discourse were either only direct quotes by politicians, or also comments/references to 

these quotes by other public figures, and quotes by public figures who are in a public 

office.  - Using the exclusion/inclusion criteria, across all 3 media outlets, a more 

in-depth screening was conducted, and we ended up with a corpus containing 119 

articles.   

  

2. Preliminary analysis and identification of themes.  

A preliminary content-corpus analysis and thematic analysis were conducted on the 119 

articles, using the qualitative software NVivo. The analysis was guided by the steps outlined 

by Braun, V. and Clarke, V. (2006) in ‘Using thematic analysis in psychology’.   

The themes resulted from this initial phase of analysis were used to inform the 

development of a strategy for the advanced analysis of the data. In collaboration with the other 

teams across all 5 countries, it was decided to identify 3 important "events", depending on the 

number of national press articles showcasing any polarized discourse around them.   

The events we selected from the Irish Corpus, based on the initial corpus and thematic analyses 

were as follows:  
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a. Event 1: Traveller Families would not move into new €1.7m homes without provisions for 

their horses, which is an intrinsic part of Traveller culture (3 articles)   

b. Event 2: The comments of presidential candidate Peter Casey and the ensuing reaction, during 

the presidential campaign. Peter Casey made discriminatory remarks about the subject of Event 

1 in an interview broadcasted on the Independent.ie’s podcast “The  

Floating Voter” (6 articles)  

c. Event 3: Post-election reactions to Peter Casey’s comments and increased success in the 

presidential campaign. (5 articles).   

  

3. Establishing the criteria and categories used in the analysis of the events.  

Each of the three events and the corpus of the articles related to them were treated as a 

distinct unit of analysis, based on a set of criteria and categories decided in the project team. The 

main categories of our qualitative analysis were Characters/ Social Actors, Actions, Voices, 

Time and Space, each with specific subcategories focused on valence, frequency, and agency. 

This allowed us to understand and compare the events as reflected in the national media in a 

crosscountry design.   

In summary, the following aspects were analyzed:  

• Characters/Social Actors – refer to public declarations and statements of politicians and 

characters representing state authorities regarding the Travelling community (frequency, 

valence of Traveller reference - neutral, positive, negative); Public declarations and statements 

of representatives of non-state entities (NGOs, civic associations, individual persons etc.) 

regarding Travellers (frequency, valence of Traveller reference - neutral, positive, negative); 

Public statements and declarations by members of the Travelling community (Traveller 

organizations, individual persons), the presence of Traveller women being analyzed as a 

separate category (frequency of occurrence only).  

• The Actions: These are the actual initiatives or events/activities/actions/behaviours talked 

about in the articles. It is describing the pro- or anti-Traveller actions. For example, an NGO 

takes an initiative and this initiative is described in the article.   
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• The Voices present/absent in the media discourse: the perspective of all the characters 

whose public statements are mentioned and analyzed in the article. Voices refers to the 

perspectives of groups/people/characters that are described in the articles.  

• The Space and Time characteristics of the event. Characteristics of the analyzed event: short 

description of the event from the article, words associated with Travellers, other social 

categories associated with Traveller.  

  

Results  

Overall, the corpus deals with a variety of issues, including news items with both positive and 

negative valence. In the Irish context, the content containing political discourse pertaining to 

Travellers was highly linked to the time of the presidential election. In particular, one of the 6 

candidates was an Irish-American business-man Peter Casey, who was at the bottom of the polls 

at the beginning of the political election race (2% of public support), but his popularity rose 

significantly after his controversial comments about the Travelling community (finishing second 

to the incumbent president Michael D. Higgins, with 23% of the votes).    

  

Analysis Strategy   

The articles in the corpus were analyzed using a variety of methods, and an overview of all the 

results is given below. In the first step, we present the corpus content analysis, which describes 

the data in terms of the most popular words used in the articles. Automatic themes were then 

generated by the software based on these commonly used words and phrases. In the second step, 

we detail the thematic content analysis which was conducted on the entire corpus. This was 

completed according to a 4-phase analysis procedure which resulted in the reported themes. Lastly, 

informed by step 1 and 2, the corpus was searched for the most prominent events. Three events 

were established and qualitatively analysed. All the results are presented in the sections below.    

Corpus Content Analysis   

NVivo was used to conduct a corpus content analysis establishing the word frequency in each 

publication and in the overall corpus (see Figure 1). Auto codes were then generated based on 

frequencies of words and sentences as seen below in Figure 2.  
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 Figure 1: Corpus – Word Frequency    

   

Figure 2: NVivo Auto Coding Theme Hierarchy Map    
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Results of Thematic Content Analysis.    

Using Braun and Clarks (2006) 4 phase approach was used to guide the thematic analysis, the 

research team began reading and coding the Corpus data. Themes were identified at the latent or 

interpretative level and are rooted in the constructivist paradigm (Boyatzis, 1998, Taylor & Ussher, 

2001). The team began with Phase 1 which involved becoming familiar with the data, after this we 

conducted Phase 2 - open coding, in order to established recurring codes/concepts in the data (see 

Figure3). We then entered Phase 3- searching for themes, the involved finding similarities between 

the initial codes and using this highlight categories which emerged (see Figure 4). Phase 4 – 

development of themes, after three rounds of coding we began to sort codes into evolving themes. 

During this phase of analysis recurring themes became apparent across the Corpus.   Figure 3: 

Phase 2 Open Coding    
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Figure 4: Phase 3 Category Development    

    

   

Phase 4: Theme development.    

1. Denial.   

Most common theme, Denial is prevalent across the breath of the Corpus. This theme takes 

many forms through the corpus: Denial of Racism, Denial of Discrimination, Denial of 

Traveller Ethnicity, Denial of Traveller social Status and Denial of Social/Cultural 

Differences.    

“He said Travellers should not be recognised as an ethnic minority because they  are 

“basically people camping in someone else’s land”, and that Travellers are  

“not paying their fair share of taxes in society”.”    

2. Disenfranchised Irish middle class. (Ordinary Irish People)    

Sub-themes of Anti-establishment and Them v US present. Peter Casey as a type of Robin 

Hood saver figure for the forgotten Irish middle, positioning Travellers as the other, those 

who are getting unwarranted benefits and rewards, using this to mobilise the ‘ordinary’ 

voters to his cause.    

Travellers used as scape goat by the Peter Casey. To create a ‘Them’ v ‘Us’ narrative 

(Jetten et al 2015).    

“And, while the negative manner in which Mr Casey ran his campaign was risible, his 

message - that there is a contingent of people who have been left behind in middle Ireland 

- clearly struck a chord.”   
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“In almost every election some party or group of Independents has managed to harness 

what one prominent Labour politician long ago termed the "f*** you vote".    

“Mr Casey was able to make the kind of impact that he did by targeting Travellers, creating 

a splash and a deluge of media coverage, but then followed that up by ramming home a 

message that there are those in society who work very hard and have very little to show for 

it; the people who pay huge amounts in tax, yet see very little in public services for their 

cash - no free medical care and no childcare.  

Even education, while notionally free, comes at a huge cost.”   

3. Double Talk.   

Establishment of in-group and out group using linguistic techniques (us vs. them) at the 

same time saying that Traveller are no different to the general Irish population   

“Casey, asked again about his comments at the Virgin Media One debate, insisted Ireland 

was now a “melting pot”, and that one group shouldn’t be chosen as “special” by having 

their ethnicity officially recognised.”   

 “He  repeated  his  mantra  that  his  controversial  claim  that Travellers were  

"basically people camping in someone else's land" is "not racist".”   

4. Neglect of Traveller people.    

Neglect of Traveller specific needs by the Government, lack of resources, inequality, huge 

underspending of money budgeted for Traveller house projects, forcing travellers to 

assimilate into settled life and abandon Traveller culture. Belittling of Traveller culture by  

Peter Casey as ‘people camping in other people’s backyards.   

“Just one-third of the funding allocated over the past decade for Traveller accommodation 

has been spent because of the "politics and social challenges surrounding the issue", 

Tánaiste Simon Coveney has told the Dáil.”   

5. Negative Public opinion on Travellers    

The increased popularity of Peter Casey after his racist remarks about Travellers is in a 

recurring theme, showing the power of public engagement with political discourse. 

Furthermore, the power of political discourse in legitimising dubious views and opinions, 

making them acceptable to discuss in the public form is event across the articles.    
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“But let's face the unpalatable truth: Peter Casey articulated a widely held prejudice that 

a significant proportion of the settled population share in private”   

Sub-Theme General lack of condemnation of Peter Casey’s discriminatory comments 

(Independent.ie)   

With the expectation of a few journalist, the articles general fail to condemn him 

completely, writing respectable about and making excuses for his views.  

‘Free speech’ or anti PC is `often used as an argument for what is good about Peter Casey.   

6. Acceptable form of racism    

During the first phase of generating codes, codes such as: racism, discrimination, defence 

of racism; both by Peter Casey himself and by the media, acceptable racism were generated. 

These where combined into the theme Acceptable form of racism. Using terminology that 

belittle the extent of the damage that could be done by his discourse. Giving out – very non 

condemning terminology for what is essential a dismissal of legal ethnic status by Peter 

Casey.    

“Although Casey was roundly criticised for his comments, there remains a 

shouldershrugging in Ireland when it comes to "giving out" about Travellers in 

admonishments that stir up prejudice and needless resentments.”    

“Asked were his comments racist, Mr Casey replied: "This is nonsense. [Travellers] are 

not a different race. The Proclamation says we should cherish every child equally. There 

is not a racist bone in my body”   

  

Qualitative Event Analysis   

Data  

In this section we will present a summary of the data obtained from the thematic analysis of the 

three events. For a detailed analysis of each individual event, see Appendices 1, 2 and 3.  

Very briefly, the events were as follows:  

Event 1: In a town in Tipperary, in the south of Ireland an extended Traveller family refused 

to move into the six new houses built for them by the Tipperary County Council. According to 

multiple sources, in 2004, there was an agreement between the family and the council that the  
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Traveller families would leave the “unauthorized site” they have been living on for more than 40 

years and move into the new houses on completion. The new houses cost the Council €1.7m, but 

the Traveller families refused to move in because no land was made available around the houses 

for their horses. Horses play a central role in the lives and culture of the Traveller families, 

therefore leaving them behind was not an option.  

The Irish Independent, who only spoke to Council members and not any members of the Traveller 

family, printed that the family wanted to have a stable and a half acre of land for each. The Irish 

Times, however, interviewed a member of the Traveller family, who stated that the family never 

asked for stables or a half acre, that they just wanted “some land” for their horses and they had the 

ability to build their own sheds. They were willing to pay rent for the land around the houses, but 

they could not afford to buy it.   

Event 2: In October 2018, during the Irish presidential election, one of the candidates, 

Peter Casey, made comments regarding an extended Traveller family refusal to move into new 

houses without land for their horses (see Event 1). He started the campaign with the lowest 

numbers in the polls and was widely consider as an underdog candidate. He then appeared on 

the Independent.ie’s podcast ‘The Floating Voter’ where he made comments on the 

aforementioned Traveller housing issue in Tipperary. His comments were as follows; 

Travellers should not be recognized as a separate ethnic minority group (disputing their 

minority ethnic status: as they are not Roma from Romani areas); Traveller community 

members are camping in someone else land; it is the poor farmers and neighbors that suffer 

(and have to sell the land); presence of the Traveller communities negatively affects property 

prices (devastates the prices of houses in the area). He further expanded the argument by 

insinuating the settled population would not move into the house as they (Travellers) would be 

camped outside and people are afraid of them. Mr. Casey also claimed that Travellers don’t pay 

their fair share of taxes and live outside of mainstream society.   

Event 3: This includes online newspaper articles that reflect on the success of Casey's 

Traveller-related comments that helped him raise his votes. On the 27th of October 2018 the 

Irish presidential election took place, in the months leading up to that the candidates took to the 

campaign trail to rise their profiles. One of these candidates was Peter Casey; an Irish 
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entrepreneur and successful businessman for whom this was his foray into politics. He started 

the campaign with the lowest numbers in the polls and was widely consider as an underdog 

candidate. This changed after his appearance on the Independent.ie’s podcast ‚The Floating 

Voter‘, after which his comments propelled him into the mainstream media, making him and 

his attitudes the focal point of the presidential election debate.   

Despite being on 2-3% on the polls before his controversial interview, he managed to collect 

23% of votes on election day.  

Results  

1. Overview of analyzed events.  

The first observation that was clear from the corpus data was that in an Irish context the 

Travelling community and issues related to them are generally not a significant focus of or 

discussion in the political discourse. As can be seen in Figure 5, while there is a spike around the 

time of the presidential election and the remarks made by Peter Casey (a one-off event), the rest 

of the year there is little to no political discussion surrounding the Travelling community. The 

political discourse mainly focuses on health care, housing and taxes and in 2018 Brexit, with little 

reference to underspend on Travelling housing, low education rates among Travellers, young 

mortality rates and high suicide rates. The Brexit debate, which may have a huge impact on many 

Irish Travellers living in the UK, did not include the Travelling community. In the case of 2018 

the political discourse surrounding the Travelling community was circumstantial, i.e. dealing with 

the discriminatory remarks by Peter Casey, and failed to tackle the national issues surrounding 

structural inequality, lack of funding spends, discrimination, hate speech legislation and equal 

access to housing and education. This is an important finding as the media discourse reflects the 

political climate in the country which Travellers must contend with for equal human rights. In our 

corpus there was a significant number of politicians speaking out in defense of Travellers, but this 

is not reflected in the political actions of the national and local government.  
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Figure 5 Time Frequency Analysis  

  

  

As aforementioned, omitting the spike in articles around the time of the presidential 

election there is not a significant amount of media coverage on the political discourse 

surrounding the Traveller community. This is problematic for a number of reasons; not least 

because as reaction to Peter Casey’s comments shows there is a significant amount of racism 

and hatred directed towards the Travelling community, which would go unaddressed if it hadn’t 

been for that coverage. Expressing racist opinions and stereotypes in public spaces is generally 

uncommon in Ireland. However, the normative context allows racism when it comes to 

Travellers (McGarry, 2013). The acceptance of his hostile political discourse is evidenced by 

his increase in the polls and the vast media coverage he received. This highlights the 

prevalence and depth of the negative attitudes towards Travellers in Ireland, highlighting 

the need for effective interventions and hate speech legislation.  

Ireland can be referred to as  a two-thirds/one-third country, as recent referendums show 

"two-thirds are broadly happy with liberal values and an ethos of inclusivity but a third of the 

population remain deeply unhappy with “the way Ireland has changed" i.e. increased diversity 

and moral liberalism (O’Toole, 27th October 2018, The Irish Times). However, as mentioned 
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above and evident in the events, anti-Traveller prejudice is still a significant problem, with 

discrimination towards Travellers seen as "racism for liberals". The most liberal people in  

Ireland "who would never dream of using the ‘N’ word have no problem calling Travellers 

‘knackers’ in private." (Boland, 3rd November 2018, The Irish Times). This reflects the results 

of other research about the Traveller and Roma communities which consider Antigypsism to 

one of the last acceptable forms of racism (McGarry, 2013).  

 It is evident from Event 1 (appendix 1) that some of the coverage is rather biased, only one of 

the sources cited interviewed a member of the Travelling community about the situations. This 

bias in coverage gives the council a larger platform to express their opinion, that being that 

the ‘Travellers are selfish for not taking the free houses’. This shows a distinct lack of respect 

for Traveller culture and can be interrupted as an attempt to assimilate the Travelling families 

into the local settled community. Previous research shows that respect for Travelling culture is 

linked to more positive attitudes towards the community and forced assimilation has been 

shown to be damaging to the mental health of minority communities  

(Minescu, O’Connor & Völgyesi, 2019; Verkuyten, 2010)  

Although many condemn Casey's comments for racism and see it as a warning to the rise 

of populism and Trump-like figures, common opinion is that this conversation needed to be 

started, as the Travellers' situation is often a taboo subject in public discourse. Most voices 

believe that Casey's voters aren't all racists, they are just fed up by the current disillusioning 

state of politics and politicians who "left them behind". Choosing Casey on election day in this 

case is thought to be protest votes driven by the poor levels of economic opportunity and 

support from the State in rural Ireland. The majority of the articles analyzed here point to the 

importance of taking the context of this election into consideration and warn about the emerging 

populist voices in democratic countries.  The corpus only contained articles from The Irish 

Independent and The Irish Times, both coming from Dublin, whereas local/regional 

newspapers from rural areas where Casey received more votes would have been useful to look 

at as well.   
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2. Characters’ agency   

 

As with any media coverage not all characters in the articles are given a platform to have their 

statements or opinions cited or are given an active role. Considering this, our content analysis was 

divided into two sub-categories:   

a. Active characters (agents): characters taking or proposing an action;   

b. Voices: characters that have a "voice" (i.e., quotes or reported statements in the article), 

expressing an opinion or a reaction, but who are not actual agents of an action; characters just 

mentioned or evoked in the article as a reference, but without ‘voice’.   

  

2.1 Active characters (agents)   

In the events analyzed there is agents representing politicians, state institutions, local 

government, member of the Travelling community and Traveller allies. Depictions of the 

events and the presences of agents, however, varies depending on the publication.   

In The Irish Times, Travellers appear to be given an active role, it is emphasized that their 

decision is not to move into the new houses built for them and why, displaying their agency. 

Several members of the Traveller family are quoted at certain points in order to give a more 

depth explanation of their side (Holland, 15 October 2018, The Irish Times). In the Irish 

Independent no Travellers are quoted and the focus is on the County Council's actions. The 

issue here is in terms of framing (Hallahan 2008), by omitting comments from members of the 

Travelling community the story is framed to re-enforce national stereotypes and not offer 

respect for Traveller culture (Conor, 9 October 2018, Irish Independent).  

  

• The main active anti-Traveller characters across the three events analyzed are: Peter Casey 

and the county council representatives. In the first event, which is the catalyst for the ensuing 

events regarding Peter Casey’s comments, the active anti-Traveller characters are the local 

county council members, who insist that the Travellers should move into the houses without 

provision for their horses. Elements of Double Talk (Kóczé & Rövid, 2017) are evident in the 

discourse here.  The council members claim to be “negotiating and discussing” the issues with 
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the Travellers (although that fact is offered with no support and we don’t hear Traveller voices 

at all.) A quote as follows reinforces this claim and the frames them as reasonable and caring 

“The key focus of the council is to provide homes for those in need of housing. In the interest 

of good estate management [the council] does not facilitate the accommodation of horses.” 

Their point refusal to help with the provision of facilities for horses shows the underlying 

prejudice in the system. Claims that such demands “an embarrassment”, and “a thundering 

disgrace”, and an attempt to give the Traveller family a deadline to move into the house as 

other people also need it shows both discrimination towards Travellers and  it disparages the 

importance of horses in Traveller culture and a failing to recognize the distinct nature of 

Traveller culture more generally.   

The foremost anti-Traveller character in the analysis is presidential candidate Peter Casey. 

It is clear from the articles that his goal is belittle the acknowledgement of the Travelling 

people as a separate ethnic group with a unique identity he does this using discriminatory 

statements that reinforce existing stereotypes. He uses his controversial standpoint to raise his 

profile in the presidential election. Peter Casey uses stereotypes surrounding the Travelling 

community and engages a facet of the Irish normative context which emphases on fear of the 

entire Traveller community based on the criminality of a minority (e.g. robberies). It is 

proposed that a vote for Casey is a protest vote, a lot of people cast their vote for him not as 

anti-Travellers but in opposition to current establishment and to show their disenchantment 

with the state of politics and disappointing politicians, fueled by a feeling of being 

abandoned/left behind.  

In these articles, agency is attributed to voters who protested the current state of Irish 

politics. Peter Casey, who used his anti-Traveller comments in order to get more votes at 

the election. In some voters ‘interpretation, Casey articulated „what a lot of people in the 

country would only say in private - the inconvenient truth no one wanted to hear. “. Leaders 

of the reigning government are also depicted as agentic, but still failing to deliver.  

The active allies of the Travelling community which were identified in the events 

included were a representative from the Human Rights Commission, members of Traveller 

rights organizations, a variety of politicians, the Taoiseach Leo Varadkar, the incumbent 
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president Michael D Higgins and members of the Travelling community, across the events 

over 55% of the characters were pro-Traveller.   

In the first event the pro-Traveller stance is quite straightforward the Travellers want to 

move into the new houses but are not willing to leave behind their horses and will only move 

if they secure grazing land for their horses first. The Travelling families themselves along with 

a representative from the Human Rights Commission have an active role in this. It is 

emphasized that their decision is not to move into the new houses built for them unless they 

can do so with their horse, preserving an integral part of their culture. The underlying theme 

here is the need for respect for the Travelling culture and their identity as separate to the 

settled community.   

 There is a shift in terms of agency of the actors in event 2 and 3. Pro-Traveller 

organizations appear to be powerless in making big changes. Travellers also aren't in 

agentic roles throughout these articles. Several people claim communication and respect 

should be started and developed mutually, but there's an asymmetry in power and status 

hierarchy between the two sides of the story: the settled majority and the Travelling 

community. This puts more responsibility on the shoulders of the settled people regarding 

how they handle the complex and difficult situation between themselves and the Travelling 

community.  

All allies who are not members of the Travelling community try to show solidarity 

with Travellers and condemn Mr. Casey’s racist comments, they call for him to step down 

from Presidential race in an attempt to combat negative myths that are overgeneralized to 

the whole group, as well as to communicate the complexity of the situation in Tipperary 

and the general issues that surround the Traveller community members.   

Characters affiliated with governmental positions and Casey’s presidential running 

mates condemn his views, remarking that comments of that nature are deeply  

“irresponsible” (due to its potential influence on the general public’s attitudes), “appalling,” 

and “not befitting anyone standing to be president.” (Finn, 2018; Downing, 2018; Murray, 

2018)  It is interesting here, however, to comment on the fact that their condemnation goes 

no further and characters with political affiliations fail to refer to structural and systematic 
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factors which reinforce and legitimize the hierarchy between the Travelling and settled 

communities. This task falls to members of the Traveller community and members of 

organizations combating discrimination and racism that in addition condemning the 

prejudice comments try to shed the light on the systemic disadvantages, social stigma, and 

historical context that led to the stereotypes and negative attributional judgements towards 

Travellers that are present in Irish society.  

Lastly the Pro-Traveller narrative acknowledge that Casey comment are racist and/or 

populist, but his comments may have an unintended positive outcome, that being the start of a 

conversation between settled and Traveller community about the issues faced each community. 

It is paramount to note that any communication should be conducted with mutual respect and 

appropriate solutions should be found with support both communities.  

  

2.2 Voices  

For Event 1 the voices are highly dependent on the media source. In Irish Independent, 

fewer Traveller voices are present (in one of the analysed articles, none) and it is biased against 

the Traveller point of view. It paints them as ungrateful for the houses and disrespectful of 

people other people in need, reflecting pervious research (Minescu, O’Connor & Völgyesi, 

2018). While The Irish Times offers a more holistic picture by offering quotes from both 

Travellers and council members, but their article includes more Traveller voice than of State 

characters.   

In Event 2 some of the content involves the voices of several politicians (members of 

parliament, senators), while other content evokes a dozen of civilians who are both pro and 

anti-Casey stance, including Traveller representatives and Traveller civilians. The rest of these 

articles are mainly based on the opinion of the journalists, with a low number of other characters 

having voices. Peter Casey emerges out of every article analyzed here as the one most important 

representative of anti-Traveller voice, but some argue that he only said out loud what a lot of 

rural people have been thinking all the time, for decades.  

Most articles in Event 3, apart from three, include direct quotes and opinions from the 

members of the Traveller community. A pro-Travellers stance is taken in a number of articles, 
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while also reporting on the intricacies and complexities of the existing issues within the 

community and intergroup tensions.  

 The criticism of Mr. Casey’s views ranges from mild degree of discontent to strong 

condemnation. Peter Casey’s voice is given a wide platform, as the articles present mostly Peter 

Casey’s interview with relatively short introduction and no analysis/opinion, as well as side 

remarks from Laura Larkin and Kevin Doyle (reporter and editor of ‘The Floating Voter’) trying 

to challenge Mr. Casey’s view by highlighting that Travellers indeed are the ethnic minority that 

has been fighting for their rights through generations, as well as noting the fact that Travellers still 

face a lot of discrimination (villages shutting down). Quotes are presented from the five other 

Presidential candidates as well as numerous other actors (e.g., Pavee Point and The Irish Traveller 

Movement (ITM) representatives), the article communicates strong discontent with Mr. Casey’s 

speech and views; this article also raises the issue of Mr. Casey’s problematic speech negatively 

impacting the perceptions of Travellers in Irish society. There is also the inclusion of members of 

the settled community in the form of an open letter calling for recognition of discrimination and 

challenges that the Traveller community faces, as well as respect for all human beings and 

celebration of diversity by political leaders.  

Lastly another article presented additional information on Mr. Casey’s interview and 

published and analyzed the quotes that were highly reactionist and defensive but with no sign 

of regret or apology towards the Traveller community and the family in question. The content 

shifts the view from Mr. Casey’s racist remarks to his later defensive accusations of Pavee 

Point of failing to navigate the emerged conflictual situation and, hence, “has poorly 

represented its community.”  

The conclusion that can be drawn from the culmination of these findings could be 

interpreted as widespread support for the Travelling community from the government and the 

settled community. However, prejudice and discrimination towards Travellers is still prevalent in 

Ireland, as can been seen from the iReport by INAR (INAR, 2019), on social media and in scientific 

studies , for example in a 2019 survey showed that levels of Antigypsism in Ireland are still 

relatively high (Minescu, O’Connor & Volgyesi,2019). This study also showed the important 

effects political discourse has on attitudes towards Travellers. What is clear from the above 
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evidence is that while there is a plethora of lip service surrounding support for Travellers this does 

not translate into the formation of effective hate speech legislation, anti-discrimination initiatives 

and the appropriate spending on Traveller accommodation and services, to address the structural 

disadvantage of this community.   

  

Conclusion   

  

1. The first recommendation concerns the validation of a discriminatory normative context 

through political discourse. Hostile political discourse regarding the Travelling community allows 

the acceptability of racism towards Travellers. This leads to the creation of a Normative Context 

Paradox. It would be the recommendation of this report to not let prejudicial comments made by 

politicians go unchecked.   

2. The second recommendation aims to address bias in media coverage. As the results of 

the project show, the presents of bias in the media exist and can be used to frame stories to support 

the dominant, majority narrative. It is vital to stress the importance of balanced reporting.  

3. The third recommendation aims to counter populist rhetoric, which is gaining popularity, 

particular in rural Ireland. The attraction to populism is discussed in the results throughout this 

report, populism benefits from the Traveller racism. In general, populists look for scapegoats for 

societies’ problems, in this case the Travelling community are used as a scapegoat. It is our 

recommendation that to fit against this a democratic society must avoid engagement with the 

disinformation used by populist figures, limit the platforms giving to them and present authentic 

facts to counter misinformation.   

4. The fourth recommendation aims to address issues surrounding Traveller agency. It is 

clear for the report that agency varies depending on the publication. Traveller agency is not always 

captured by the media discourse and therefore is it essential that journalist endeavor to include the 

perspective of the Travelling community.   

5. The results of the analysis show the presences of Double Talk and the presentation of issues 

in an amalgamated fashion, making it difficult to identify the effects of systematic and structural 

inequality on the Travelling community. Racism can contaminate how the issues are reported and 
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framed. It is important, therefore, for the media to be very specific about the nature and content of 

the issue when reporting about the Travelling community. When they report on issues considering 

the Travelling community, they should ensure that the coverage is not contaminated by racism and 

prejudice.   

6. A common occurrence in the analysis is the lip service engaged in by the politicians with 

a lack of action. Traveller ethnicity has been official recognised by the Irish government but it 

must be ensured that this recognition is enforced. It is our recommendation that legislation 

supporting this should be enacted.   

7. While the evidence appears to show an amply amount of support for the Travelling 

community, this support is only surface level. It is clear that there should be more action to back 

up this verbal support and that stronger focus should be given to highlighting and addressing the 

structural marginalisation of the Travelling community.  

8. Lastly, we would encourage the creation of a pro-Traveller platform rooted in solidarity 

with the community. It could be used to showcase and establish pro-Traveller views and opinions, 

counteracting the negative views often expressed.   
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Appendix to PolRom Workpackage 3 Country Report for Ireland   

  

Appendix 1: Event 1- Ireland – analysis of 3 articles  

  

Event 1: „Families won't move into new €1.7m homes without stables“  

  

Corpus: The corpus related to this event comprises of 3 articles, coded M1 to M3 in our final 

thematic analysis database (Annex 1). They were present in the media in 8-15 October 2018. The 

full text articles with links to the online sources can be found in Annex 2.  

  

General remark:   

Newspapers with different political orientations depict the events differently;  

The Irish Times told the story more in favor of the Travellers‘ side than the Irish Independent.  

  

Event description: 2 kms outside the town Thurles, co. Tipperary, an extended Traveller family 

refused to move into the 6 new houses built for them by the Tipperary County Council. According 

to multiple sources, in 2004, there was an agreement between the family and the council, that when 

the new homes are ready, the Traveller families would leave the  

„unauthorised site“ they have been living on for more than 40 years. The new houses cost the 

Council €1.7m, but the Travellers don’t want to move in, because there is no land provided around 

the houses for their horses. The horses play a central role in the lives and culture of the  

Traveller families, so they don’t want to leave them behind.  

According to the Irish Independent, the Travellers want to have a stable and a half acre of land for 

each house. According to a family member talking to the Irish Times, they never wanted stables 

or a half acre, they just wanted „some land“ for their horses, as they could build sheds themselves. 

They would even pay rent for the land around the houses, but they cannot afford to purchase it.   

All three articles report in agreement that the family insists the original agreement included 

providing land for the horses, and the council insists that it didn’t.  
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Characters: The total frequency of characters presented in the corpus is 52. The numbers of  

Traveller and State characters are almost equal. All three articles in the corpus mention only the 

Traveller family and the County Council that are in the main focus of the event. Only 1 Traveller 

ally, Civil character appears in the corpus, and one neutral character, the field owner. State and 

Institutions:  

- Tipperary County Council, o Sinead Carr, the Council's director of services for housing o 

Councillors: David Doran, Jim Ryan, John Hogan, Séamus Hanafin,  o A spokesman of 

Tipperary County Council Traveller characters:  

- The McCarthy Family, o Melissa McCarthy, o Philip McCarthy, o William McCarthy 

Civil and Non-State:  

- Traveller ally:  

o David Joyce, human rights commissioner  

- Field owner George Clark  

  

  

Out of the total number of characters in the related articles (52), 59% represent a pro-Traveller 

stance, while 38% have Anti-Traveller opinions. The two opposing sides are clearly separable, as 

all the characters/voices in the articles either belong to the McCarthy family (pro-Traveller stance) 

or the County Council (anti-Traveller stance). Only 1 character evoked in the article appeared to 

be neutral in the case. It is notable that there is only one Traveller-ally character referenced 

commenting the event and not personally involved (a human rights commissioner).  

  

Actors Goals:  

- County council: Travellers should move in before the deadline (without their horses), and 

leave the unauthorized site they have been living on for ca. 40 years (failing to do so might 

mean refusing to adhere to the norms of the civic society?) o emphasizing how much the 

new houses cost the council  

o emphasizing the 14-year-old agreement, which they don’t seem to have written 

proof of  

- Travellers: they don't want to leave behind their horses and their culture. M1 and M2 state 

that Travellers want a stable per house; M3 states the Travellers do not want stables.  

  

Characters‘ Agency  

The agency of the characters depends mostly on the source of the news. In two out of the 3 articles 

for this event, Travellers appear to be in an active role, as it is emphasized that their decision is not 
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to move into the new houses built for them. While Article M1 iin the Irish Independent is rather 

neutral, M3 quotes the members of the Traveller family in more depth in order to explain their side 

of the situation. Only in M2 (Irish Independent) no Travellers are quoted and the focus is on the 

County Council's actions. They refuse to provide lands for the family's horses (such demands are 

described by the county councillors as „an embarrasment“, and „a thundering disgrace“), they 

consider setting a deadline and then giving the aforementioned houses to other people in need if 

the Traveller family don't move in by the deadline. The council members are claimed to be 

„negotiating and discussing“ the issues with the Travellers (although in this article, we don’t hear 

Traveller voices at all.) „The key focus of the council is to provide homes for those in need of 

housing. In the interest of good estate management [the council] does not facilitate the 

accommodation of horses.“  

  

Voices  

Voices also highly depend on the media source. In Article M1 (Irish Independent), we see different 

points of view from both the council and the Travellers, voices are heard from both sides. In Article 

M2 (Irish Independent), no Traveller voice is present, while Article M3 (The Irish Times) quotes 

both Travellers and council members, but their article includes more Traveller voice than of State 

characters.   

In many cases, the opposing sides‘ viewpoints are only mentioned as “the council say“, or “the 

families say“, not specifying who actually said it.  

  

Space:  

- Presented (explicitly) as a local issue only – outside a small town in co. Tipperary.  

  

Time:  

- Present: the disagreement between the Traveller family and the county council  

- Mainly speaking about one extended Traveller family, no Traveller history, with the 

exception of:  

o "It's a very, very hard thing for us to do. It's in our life, we're going back centuries." 

(a family member about leaving behind their horses, their culture)  

- Frequently mentioning that they’ve been living on an unauthorized site for decades.  
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- Frequently mentioning an agreement made between the Traveller family and the coutny 

council more than 10 years before the current events, with seemingly no written proof of 

it.   

Theme:  

- Implicit message (M1 & M2): Because of their cultural ties, Travellers are incapable of 

blending in with the settled community and respecting the law (despite all the efforts of the 

settled community)  

  

- Words associated to the Travellers: mobile homes, caravans, living on "unauthorised site", 

temporary settlement, love of horses,   

  

Quotes:  

  

Travellers:  

- Philip McCarthy, family member:   

o "They were to be built with a halfacre behind each house, with two stables";   

(M1) o  [We] at no point asked the council for stables or half an acre for each 

house.  

"We just need some land. We'll put the sheds up ourselves." (M3) o 

"Our livestock is our culture and a big, big part of our life."; (M1) o 

"They want us to drop our culture and throw it aside."; (M1)  

o "It's a very, very hard thing for us to do. It's in our life, we're going back centuries."; 

(M1)   

o "We're coming up on 45 to 50 years here. The houses are lovely, you couldn't ask 

for better homes. It's the ground they let us down on." (M1)  

o "We'll have to come to some sort of agreement, because otherwise it's no good to 

us". (M1)  

- Melissa McCarthy, family member (M3): "They wanted to build houses for us. My father 

agreed to the houses, said 'No problem' but only as long as there was land for the horses" 

o "People think horses are just a hobby. But they are like our children, they are family."  

o "They [the council] are trying to pull the Traveller out of us".  

o "The houses are beautiful. As a mother I would love to move into them, but as a 

Traveller mother, I won't sign away our culture."  

  

The Council:  o "The council is also seeking vacant possession of the existing unauthorised site 

and is in discussion with the families in respect to same."; (M1)  

o "Discussions are taking place amongst the parties with a view to resolving the 

matter at the earliest possible timeframe."; (M1)  
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- Sinead Carr, the council's director of services for housing (M2): "There are issues we have 

to address, we're going to have to negotiate and discuss it with them, but there will be no 

land provided by the council for horses"; I do understand that the Travellers that are there 

have a particular love of horses and want to maintain it with them. I don't want to stop that. 

But I won't be doing it with the council's housing land."   

- Councillor David Doran (M2): [said it was] "a thundering disgrace" the houses have been 

built at a cost of more than 1.7m and are currently lying empty when there are hundreds 

of people on the council's housing list.   

- Councillor Jim Ryan (M2): [said it was] "an embarrassment" for the council and "a 

disgrace" but [said] on this occasion the local authority wasn't to blame.  

- Councillor John Hogan (M2): "We need to set a deadline. Whether those people move into 

the houses or go elsewhere, we have lots of families for them".  

- A spokesman of the County Council (M3): "The council understands the place horses hold 

in the culture of the Travelling community, but in the interest of good estate management 

does not facilitate the accommodation of horses."  

  

M1) Families won't move into new €1.7m homes without stables  

https://www.pressreader.com/ireland/irish-independent/20181008/281513637103726 valence: 

neutral (seemingly neutral, stating facts and quoting both sides / implicitly negative –  the choice 

and amount of statements direct the attention towards making the Traveller family (and maybe 

generally the Travellers) more responsible for the event  

  

M2) Horse has bolted - council will not provide stables for €1.7m Traveller homes in local 

stand-off  

https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/horse-has-bolted-council-will-not-provide-stables-for- 

1-7m-traveller-homes-in-local-standoff-37398684.html  

valence: negative (no Traveller voices vs. multiple quotations from county councillors)  

  

M3) Travellers and council clash over grazing land for horses  

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/social-affairs/travellers-and-council-clash-over-grazingland-

for-horses-1.3663379?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw- 

origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fsocial-

affairs%2Ftravellersand-council-clash-over-grazing-land-for-horses-1.3663379 valence: 

neutral, stating facts and quoting both sides 
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Appendix 2: Event 2- Ireland – analysis of articles  

  

Event 2: “Presidential Candidate Peter Casey interview on the Independent.ie’s podcast  

‘The Floating Voter’”   

  

Corpus: The corpus related to this event comprises of 6 articles, coded J1 to J6 in our final thematic 

analysis database (Annex 1). They were present in the media in 17-18 October 2018.  

  

Introduction  

On the 27th of October 2018 the Irish presidential election took place, in the months leading up to 

that the candidates took to the campaign trail to rise their profiles. One of these candidates was 

Peter Casey; an Irish entrepreneur and successful businessman for whom this was his foray into 

politics. He started the campaign with the lowest numbers in the polls and was widely consider as 

an underdog candidate. This changed after his appearance on the Idependent.ie’s podcast ‚The 

Floating Voter‘, after which is comments propelled him into the mainstream media, making him 

and his attitudes the focal point of the presidential election debate. His comments on the podcast 

steamed from the issue taking place in Tipperary, where a number of Travellers families refused 

to move into new accommodation due to the lack of conditions that seemed to had been agreed 

upon by the council: e.g., stables for their horses, a possibility of renting land for grazing.   

The comments Mr. Casey made are as follows: Travellers should not be recognised as a separate 

ethnic minority group (disputing their minority ethnic status: as they are not Roma from Romani 

areas); Traveller community members are camping in someone else land; it is the poor farmers and 

neighbours that suffer (and have to sell the land); presence of the Traveller communities negatively 

affects property prices (devastates the prices of houses in the area). He further expanded the 

argument by insinuating the settled population would not move into the house as they (Travellers) 

would be camped outside and people are afraid of them. Mr. Casey also claimed that Travellers 

don’t pay their fair share of taxes and live outside of mainstream society.   
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POV of interviewer: Shedding light on the discrimination faced: Travellers fights for rights, 

discrimination by teachers, locked out of job markets, villages shutting down in anticipation of 

Traveller events.   

  

General remark: Newspapers with different political orientations seem to vary in their strength 

of condemnt for Peter Casey’s rasist comments regarding the Traveller community in the interview 

with ‘The Floating Voter’. The Irish Independent published four articles that have a slightly 

varying focus: from mild to strong condemnation to opinion piece calling for Irish politicians‘ 

respect towards minority and diversity in society. Journal.ie presents the qoutes from the five 

Presidential candidates as well as numerous other actors (e.g., Pavee Point and The Irish Traveller 

Movement (ITM) representatives), the article communicates strong discontent with Mr. Casey’s 

speech and views. The Irish Times has a rather ambigious stance, however, the article reads mostly 

as a slightly pro-Traveller message; even though the Irish  

Times quoted parts of Mr. Casey’s interview that were highly defensive and could potentially speak 

to supports of anti-Traveller narrative, the article also included the criticism from governmentally 

affiliated individuals and representatives of non-governmental organizations. These different news 

sources present somewhat different in its strength messages of antidiscrimination in relation to 

Travellers.   

  

J1) Casey: 'I don't believe Travellers should be given any special status'   
 https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/presidential-election/casey-i-dont-believe-travellersshould-
be-given-any-special-status-37429088.html  

  

J2) ‘Appaling’ and ‘abhorrent’: All five presidential rivals round on Casey over Traveller 

comments. https://jrnl.ie/4290715  

  

J3) Casey sparks outrage with his ‘racist’ remarks on Travellers/Casey faces calls to quit 

Aras race over ‘racist’ Traveller comments. https://www.independent.ie/irish- 

news/presidential-election/casey-sparks-outrage-with-his-racist-remarks-on-
travellers37429086.html  

  

J4) Many share Casey’s simplistic views on Travellers but reality is far more complex.  
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https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/presidential-election/comment-many-share-caseyssimplistic-
views-on-travellers-but-reality-is-far-more-complex-37432816.html  

  

J5) Leaders should celebrate our rich diversity, not inflame prejudices and discrimination 

https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/emily-logan-leaders-should-celebrate-our-

richdiversity-not-inflame-prejudices-and-discrimination-37433748.html  

  

J6)  Pavee  Point  ‘let  down’  Travelling  community,  says  Casey  

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/politics/pavee-point-let-down-travelling-communitysays-

casey-1.3666390  

  

Characters:    

  

State and Institutions:  

• Peter Casey – Presidential candidate  

• Michael D Higgins –President of Ireland and Presidential candidate.   

• Simon Harris - Minister for Health  

• Joan Freeman - Senator  

• Gavin Duffy - Presidential Candidate  

• Seán Gallagher and Liadh Ní Riada - Presidential Candidates   

  

Civil and Non-State:  

• The McCarthy’s -A Traveller family  

• Martin Collins – director of Pavee Point  

• Liam Herrick - Director of the Irish Council for Civil Liberties (ICCL)  

• Emily Logan -Chief Commissioner of the Irish Human Rights and Equality 

Commission  

• Bernard Joyce - The Irish Traveller Movement (ITM) Director  

• David Joyce - a member of the Travelling community and the Irish Human Rights 

and Equality Commission  

• Shane O'Curry - director of the European Network Against Racism  

• Laura Larkin and Kevin Doyle – reporter and editor of ‘The Floating Voter’   

  

Actors:  

Goal (anti-Travellers narrative): Peter Casey – to belittle the right of Travellers to have separate 

identity using negative statements to defend his position. Use his controversial attitude to raise his 

profile in the presidential election. Anti-Traveller narrative.  
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Goal (pro-Travellers narrative): all characters try to show solidarity with Travellers and 

condemn Mr. Casey’s racist comments, as well as calling for him to step down from Presidential 

race; Emily Logan, David Joyce, and the author of J4 – to combat negative myths that are 

overgeneralized to the whole group, as well as to communicate the complexity of the situation in 

Tipperary and the general issues that surround the Traveller community members;  The 

McCarthy’s and Mr. Collins’ – to make it clear that Mr. Casey’s comments and allegations are in 

fact ill-informed and inaccurate.  

  

Characters’ Agency  

All characters, apart from Peter Casey himself, condemned Mr. Casey’s remarks as racist and 

inacceptable; while acknowledging and partially emphasizing that Travellers’ ethnic minority 

status is indisputable, and that the Traveller community faces discrimination. Characters affiliated 

with governmental positions or registered at that time Presidential candidates also brought in 

remarks of these kinds of comments and views being deeply “irresponsible” (due to its potential 

influence on the general public’s attitudes),  “appalling,” and “not befitting anyone standing to be 

president.” It was mostly the members of the Traveller community and members of organizations 

combating discrimination and racism that in addition to the aforementioned tried to shed the light 

on the systemic disadvantages, social stigma, and historical context that led to the stereotypes and 

negative attributional judgements towards Travellers that are present in Irish society.  

  

Voices:  

Most articles, apart from J1, J4, and J5, include direct quotes and opinions from the members of 

the Traveller community.  

J1 communicates a mild degree of discontent with Mr. Casey’s views and has a pro-Traveller 

stance; the article presents mostly Peter Casey’s interview with relatively short introduction and 

no analysis/opinion, as well as side remarks from Laura Larkin and Kevin Doyle (reporter and 

editor of ‘The Floating Voter’) trying to challenge Mr. Casey’s view by highlighting that Travellers 

indeed are the ethnic minority that has been fighting for their rights through generations, as well 

as noting the fact that Travellers still face a lot of discrimination (villages shutting down).   
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J2 is the second article in the Independent, which strongly condemns Peter Casey’s comments and 

report on the calls from governmentally affiliated individuals and civic/non-governmental 

organisations for Mr. Casey to step down from Presidential race.  

J3 takes a pro-Travellers stance while also reporting on the intricacies and complexeties of the 

exsting issues within the community and intergroup tensions.  

J4 (TheJournal.ie) presents the qoutes from the five Presidential candidates as well as numerous 

other actors (e.g., Pavee Point and The Irish Traveller Movement (ITM) representatives), the article 

communicates strong discontent with Mr. Casey’s speech and views; this article also raises the 

issue of Mr. Casey’s problematic speech negatively impacting the perceptions of Travellers in Irish 

society.  

J5 reads as an open letter calling for recognition of discrimination and challanges that the Traveller 

community faces, as well as respect for all human beings and celebration of diversity by political 

leaders.  

J6 (the Irish Times article) article presented additional information on Mr. Casey’s interview and 

published and analysed the quotes that were highly reactionist and defensive but with no sign of 

regret or apology towards the Traveller community and the particular family in question;  

J6 content shifts the view from Mr. Casey’s racist remarks to his later defensive accusations of 

Pavee Point of failing to navigate the emerged conflictual situation and, hence, “has poorly 

represented its community.”  

  

Actions:  

• Peter Casey: assuming strong anti-Traveller sentiment and pushing for that narrative in 

order to appeal to certain groups of voters.  

• Most of the officials and people who spoke on the issue: calling for Mr. Casey’s withdrawal 

of his candidacy from the Presidential race and acting in a manner that would de-construct 

the dangerous myth/message that Peter Casey pushed for in his interview.  

• The McCarthy’s and Martin Collins: calling Peter Casey on the wrongfully presented case 

and reason for the family’s refusal to move into the houses.  

  

Space:  

• Presented as the national issue.  
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• Related to global context (e.g., human rights of minority groups) and world history 

(discussing parallels of Travellers and Roma).  

  

Time:  

• Present: Pre-presidential elections  

• 2017: the recognition of Travellers as an ethnic group  

• Indefinite historical context leading to the present: Travellers have been demonized and 

vilified by elements of the media/ always been marginalized  

• 1963 (J5): “the parliamentary secretary to the then-justice minister, Charles Haughey, 

noted that "these terms of reference are comprehensive and they acknowledge that there 

can be no final solution to the problems created by itinerants until they are absorbed into 

the general community."[…]”  

  

Theme:  

• Anti-Traveller narrative (especially the way it sounds in Peter Casey’s ‘defensive’ quotes 

published in the Irish Times): Travellers should not be recognised as a separate ethnic 

minority group, the members of this community are camping in someone else land and 

benefit from welfare while not contributing to the governmental budget (“not paying their 

fair share of taxes”);  

• Pro-Traveller narrative: these communities have been discriminated against for centuries 

and are systematically excluded from social opportunities; this results in critical mental 

health consequences and high suicide rates; hence, politicians and media should be very 

careful of the narratives they spread and should celebrate diversity rather than perpetuate 

stereotypes and racism.  

  

Quotes:  

Peter Casey:  

• “Why would villages close down? They are given free education, free healthcare. Down in 

Tipperary, they've given them electricity. They got everything there for them.”  

• "They are not paying their fair share of taxes."  

• “There is far too much political correctness in this society . . . I say what I think and think 

what I say.”  

• “I do not regret thinking what I think, I do regret saying what I say at times.”  

• “I would ask you why there are different? If we go far enough back we can connect with 

the Vikings. How far enough do you want to go back, we are living in the 21st century.” 

Michael D Higgins:  

• “The average lifespan is 10 years less than average. I have spoken to young male Travellers 

whose suicide rate is six times that of the average population.”  
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• (J4: “Mr. Casey may have missed a follow-up story in which [Higgins?] said they didn't 

expect stables but that a promise had been made that grazing land would be made 

available”)  

• (on Mr. Casey's comments) “I find these views appalling.” Martin Collins:  

• [on Mr. Casey’s intentions regarding the comments that he made] “to garner cheap  

political votes.”  

  

 
   

Appendix 3: Event 3 - Ireland – analysis of 6 articles  

  

Event 3: Post-election reactions/opinioins on Casey’s success  

  

Corpus: The corpus related to this event comprises of 5 articles, coded O1 to O5 in our final 

thematic analysis database (Annex 1). They were present in the media between 27 October 2018 

and 13 November 2018. The full text articles with links to the online sources can be found in 

Annex 2.  

  

Event description:  

On the 27th of October 2018 the Irish presidential election took place, in the months leading up to 

that the candidates took to the campaign trail to rise their profiles. One of these candidates was 

Peter Casey; an Irish entrepreneur and successful businessman for whom this was his foray into 

politics. He started the campaign with the lowest numbers in the polls and was widely consider as 

an underdog candidate. This changed after his appearance on the Idependent.ie’s podcast ‚The 

Floating Voter‘, after which his comments propelled him into the mainstream media, making him 

and his attitudes the focal point of the presidential election debate.  Despite being on 2-3% on the 

polls before his controversial interview, he managed to collect 23 percents of votes on election 

day.  

Event 3 includes online newspaper articles that reflect on the success of Casey's Travellerrelated 

comments that helped him raise his votes.  
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General remark:   

Although many condemn Casey's comments for racism and see it as a warning to the rise of 

populism and Trump-like figures, common opinion is that this conversation needed to be started, 

as the Travellers' situation is way too often a taboo in public discourse. Most voices believe that 

Casey's voters aren't all racists, they are just fed up by the current disillusioning state of politics 

and politicians who "left them behind". Choosing Casey on election day in this case is thought to 

be protest votes driven by the poor levels of economic opportunity and support from the State in 

rural Ireland.  

Some say Ireland is a two-thirds/one-third country, as recent referendums show "two-thirds 

broadly happy with liberal values and an ethic of inclusiveness but one-third deeply unhappy with 

the way Ireland has changed". But Anti-Traveller prejudice is still a huge issue, as abusing 

Travellers can be the "racism for liberals": The most liberal people in Ireland "who would never 

dream of using the ‘N’ word have no problem calling Travellers ‘knackers’ in private." Most of 

the articles analysed here point to the importance of taking the context of this election into 

consideration, and warn about the emerging populist voices in democratic countries.  The corpus 

for this event only contained articles from The Irish Independent and The Irish Times, both coming 

from Dublin, whereas local/regional newspapers from rural areas where Casey received more votes 

would have been useful to look at as well.  

  

 
Characters: The total frequency of characters presented in the corpus is 115. The number of State 

characters is 76, out of which 51 Peter Casey, which is not surprising since most of these articles 

are centered around his comments. The number of Civil/Non-State characters is 19, and the 

frequency of Traveller characters is 20.  

State and Institutions: o Peter Casey, presidential 

candidate o Michael D Higgins, incumbent 

president o Leo Varadkar, Taioseach (prime 

minister) o Fianna Fáil party leader Micheál 

Martin  

o Senator Pádraig Mac Lochlainn o Member of 

Parliament Niall Collins o Unnamed ministers o Unnamed 
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members of parliament Traveller characters: o unnamed 

senator of a Traveller background  

o Margaret Casey, leader of Tipperary Rural 

Travellers' Project  

o Martin Beanz Warde, Traveller comedian o  

J. Ward o  Martin Cawley o  Rose Cawley Civil and Non-

State:  

- Traveller ally:  

o Ann Fitzgerald, Casey-voter journalist o leader of Tipperary Rural Travellers' 

Project o development officer of Tipperary Rural Travellers Project o co-director 

of Pavee Point  

o co-ordinator of NTLP Traveller Programme  

- Anti-Traveller o  unnamed civilians -  Neutral:  

o a retired member of the Sisters of Mercy nuns o Martin Beanz Warde, Traveller 

comedian  

  

Out of the total number of characters in the related articles (112), 51% represent a pro-Traveller 

stance, while 30% have Anti-Traveller opinions. Also 18% characters appear to be neutral.   

  

Actors:  

Goals:  

- anti-Traveller narrative:  

o Anti-Traveller narrative is that Peter Casey told the truth, a lot of people are afraid 

of Travellers and their criminality (e.g. robberies). A lot of Casey votes are said to 

be protest votes not against Travellers but the current disenchanting state of politics 

and disappointing politicians, as they feel left behind  -  pro-Traveller 

narrative:  

o Pro-Traveller narrative is that Casey is either a racist or a selfish populist, although 

his comments might have a positive outcome that a conversation started between 

settled and Traveller community, and there should be communication and mutual 

respect for finding appropriate solutions for the good of both communities  

  

Characters‘ Agency  

In these articles, agency is attributed to voters who protested against the current state of Irish 

politics. Peter Casey, who used his anti-Traveller comments in order to get more votes at the 

election. In some voters‘ interpretation, Casey articulated „what a lot of people in the country 
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would only say in private - the inconvenient truth no one wanted to hear.“. Leaders of the reigning 

government are also depicted as agentic, but still failing to deliver.  

Pro-Traveller organizations appear to be powerless in making big changes. Travellers also aren't 

in agentic roles throughout these articles. Several people claim communication and respect should 

be started and developed mutually, but obviously there's an asymmetry in power and status 

hierarchy between the two sides of the story, which puts more responsibility on the shoulders of 

settled people regarding how they handle the complex and difficult situation between themselves 

and the Travelling community.  

    

Voices  

Article O2 involves the voices of several politicians (Politicians: members of parliament, senators), 

while Article O4 evokes a dozen of civilians of both pro and anti-Casey stance, including Traveller 

representatives and Traveller civilians. The rest of these articles are mainly based on the opinion 

of the journalists, with a low number of other characters having voices. Peter Casey emerges out 

of every article analysed here as the one most important representative of anti-Traveller voice, but 

some argue that he only said out loud what a lot of rural people have been thinking all the time, 

for decades.  

  

Space:  

- The event itself is presented as a national issue in each article, but rural areas are often 

mentioned to indicate where Casey received the most support, and where people experience 

the highest number of crimes committed by Travellers, and where people are the most 

disappointed and left behind by the currently reigning government/county council. The 

houses near Thurles, co. Tipperary where the whole story originated from  

with Casey’s comments, is also evoked occasionally.  

- Worldwide politics and populism is repeatedly mentioned as a context to help understand 

Casey’s success.  

  

Time:  

- Present: A lot of opinions are reacting to the very-recent comments made by Peter Casey, 

the election campaign, the election itself and Casey’s remarkable success in getting 23% 

of the votes and coming second.  
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- Some argue that the relationship between the settled and the Travelling community has 

always been problematic, even a 100 years ago: „There is a myth that in the 1930s and 

1940s, when they were providing a service by ‘tinkering’ and mending things that 

Travellers were welcomed into settled communities. They were only welcomed when they 

had a purpose, and when that purpose was gone, they were not so welcome. There is a long 

history of mistrust on both sides.” Therefore, the reaction is not surprising as Casey only 

said that a lot of people have been thinking but wouldn’t say in public.  

- Some say social media and other trends contribute to how anti-Traveller prejudice gets 

more widespread easily.  

  

Theme:  

- Peter Casey fueled already existing prejudice in order to save his campaign, get votes  o - 

it's the worldwide political context which made it possible, as „Trump-like“, nationalist, 

ethnocentric and prejudiced leaders get more and more support. o  his success is a warning   

o Casey is decribed as incoherent, unfocussed, a poor presidential candidate  

- Two thirds of Ireland is happy with liberal values and inclusiveness, one third deeply 

unhappy with the way Ireland has changed  

- Peter Casey's voters are largely protest votes against disenchanting politicians - not simply 

and exclusively racists voters  o they feel left behind and disenchanted about poor levels 

of economic opportunity and support from the State,   

o politicians have a lack of understanding of the ordinary, silent majority, the 

hardworking people  

o Casey performed stronlgy among older, rural voters  

o Leo Varadkar (prime minister) crossed a line „that should never be crossed by the 

leader of the country“, when asking people not to vote for Casey  

- Peter Casey opened a debate about the challenging and complex relationship between  

Travellers and settled people, that was ignored for too long  o  what constitutes a reasonable 

comment and what is racism? o the issue requires urgent and prolonged consideration, 

mutual respect, it must come from both sides.  

o State needs to be more responsive towards Travellers - not about allocating more 

resources, but finding the way to target them more appropriately  

- People feel more encouraged to express Anti-Traveller prejudice than towards other ethnic 

groups („Abusing Travellers is racism for liberals“) o general assumption that all 

Travellers are the same;  o politicans like Peter Casey legitimate racism.   

o Social media helps this process, it's easier to spread hate than before  

- The problem is that the integration in education has failed in the past 2 decades:  

unemployment after school and low levels of education are still an issue, and, jail is not an 

appropriate solution.  
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o There’s still prejudice and discrimination  

o People are afraid to employ Travellers, even the seemingly nice and reliable ones, 

as they fear they might give information to other Travellers and there might be a 

robbery  

o Unemployment among Travellers is building up anger inside young Traveller men  

o There is a general assumption that all Travellers are the same  

o When one Traveller does something wrong, the whole community is blamed for  

it  

o „No interest in school, learning disabilities, they are to be feared“ o  „Most of them 

don’t have any intention of working“, girls get married too early o „Travellers 

always want to live together in multi-generational family settlements and that 

doesn't suit most county councils - from their perspective it is creating a ghetto“  

- People in the countryside, who agree with Casey, are terrified by robberies, they are afraid 

of Travellers o  settled people blame the Travellers for the value of their houses going 

down  

- Travellers are disappionted in pro-Traveller organizations because they feel they're not 

helped - Travellers organizations claim they don't have enough power and influence as 

expected of them  

- It’s important to build Travellers‘ self worth, showing respect for their culture while 

demonstrating settled people's culture and merit, and also being critical with (settled 

people's) own culture  

  

Words associated with Travellers: Travellers, 

Travelling community  

people camping on someone else's land, brilliant with horses, horse-whisperers, dirty, 

criminals, no interest in school, wanting to live together in multi-generational family 

settlements  

high number in prison, poor levels of education  

horse-whisperers, knackers, dirty, criminals, not intelligent, not educated, spongers off the 

State, no interest in school, having learning disabilities,   social welfare recipients  

not a different race, ethnic minority  

  

Quotes:  

Sr Cait Gannon, a retired member of the Sisters of Mercy nuns  
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“Peter Casey verbalised what people think in their hearts,” she says, “I know it is, because people 

phoned me up and told me they would be voting for him because of what he said about Travellers.”  

  

Brian Dillon, development officer of Tipperary Rural Travellers Project  

“The most liberal people in Ireland who have glasses of wine at dinner parties and who would 

never dream of using the ‘N’ word have no problem calling Travellers ‘knackers’ in private. It’s 

racism for liberals,”  

  

Ann Fitzgerald, journalist:  

“to anyone who remains unconvinced that Travellers are disadvantaged, ask yourself one 

question: would you want to be seen by society as they are seen?“  

  

Paddy O’Reilly, civilian “Peter Casey told the truth, people living in the countryside are terrified 

of robberies. People are afraid of Travellers.”   

  

Martin Cawley, Traveller civilian  

“They say we are an ethnic group now. But what difference does it make? We are being treated 

worse than ever now. That ethnic thing means nothing to me,” Martin Cawley says. “We are just 

being treated the same as we have always been treated. It didn’t change anything.“  

  

Margaret Casey, leader of the Tipperary Rural Travellers’ Project  

“There is no communication between us and settled people, because communication is based on 

respect. We should respect differences. Society has to accept we are Travellers and we need to 

respect settled people, but I don’t think there is any foundation of respect from either side. Settled 

people are the people who have the power, and they can decide whether they want to be racist. We 

need to access their services, so we are at their mercy.”  

  

Fiach Kelly, journalist  

“significant number of voters embraced the opportunity to support a wildcard knowing there 

would be no serious consequence.“  
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Fintan O’Toole, journalist  

“Casey didn’t create an audience - the audience found him. A significant number of voters were 

waiting for an opportunity to participate in the politics of spleen that have swept across the 

democratic world.“  

  

 


